**SUMMIT** Lesson At-a-Glance

### LARGE GROUP TIME (30-70 minutes)
One leader guides all kids through each segment with the help of PowerPoint slides.

- **Assemble Together**
  Introduce the topic with opening *games* and *activities*.

- **Worship Together**
  Honor the Lord with *prayer* and *praise*.

- **Spark Interest**
  Reinforce the Bible truth with a memorable *object lesson*.

- **Explore Scripture**
  Study the Bible with a thorough *Scripture presentation*.

### SMALL GROUP TIME (20-40 minutes)
Break into small groups, usually based on age. Small-Group leaders discuss the Bible lesson with the kids and encourage them to apply God’s truth to their lives.

- **ReConnect**
  Cultivate personal relationships with *discussion questions*.

- **Explore More**
  “Dig deeper” with *worksheets* and *activities*.

- **Inspire Action**
  Apply truth with a *special activity*.

### OPTIONAL RE-GROUP
Stay in Small-Groups or reassemble for Large-Group time as you practice Bible memory, pray together, and challenge the kids to take action at home.
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